Introduction
============

The invention of characters is one of the important events marking the beginning of human civilization. Character processing is a crucial cognitive skill that is highly emphasized and industriously cultivated in modern society. Since writing emerged just 5,400 years ago ([@B9]), character processing was not an original function of the human visual system. Furthermore, the neural resources of the human brain are limited ([@B37]; [@B36]). These two points raise questions about whether the human brain can reallocate its resources for character processing.

The neuronal recycling hypothesis ([@B9]) may explain such resource reallocation mechanisms. It emphasizes that writing emerged so recently in evolutionary terms that there could not have been any genetic changes. Therefore, written language processes invade and reuse cortical areas with pre-existing functions during education ([@B7], [@B8]; [@B9]). Based on this viewpoint, recent studies have provided neuroimaging and electrophysiological evidences showing that as the processing facility of written languages increases, written language processing recruits face-related processes, resulting in a competition between the two events ([@B10]; [@B23]; [@B16]).

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have demonstrated decreased responses in visual word form area (VWFA), which is responsible for processing visual words ([@B29]; [@B3]; [@B11]; [@B38]), to faces in literate people compared to illiterate people. This suggests that written word processing competes with facial processing in the visual cortex of literate individuals ([@B10]). However, these fMRI results cannot address whether the processing facility effects of written language happen simultaneously with the face-related effects during visual processing.

Nevertheless, taking advantage of high temporal resolution, prior event-related potential (ERP) studies can address the above issue. N170 is a negative-going ERP component with a waveform peaking at around 170 ms after stimulus onset ([@B4]; [@B22]; [@B6]; [@B25]; [@B23]). Additionally, several studies have found that relevant N170 effects can be induced by written language with different processing facilities ([@B27]; [@B28]; [@B40]; [@B16]) and faces ([@B1]; [@B12]; [@B24]; [@B33]; [@B16]). This reflects the similar temporal properties of these two kinds of effects. Besides, a human scalp electrophysiological study further investigating the relationship between Chinese character and facial processing found that the Chinese character left-lateralized N170 effect was positively correlated with vocabulary and that the face right-lateralized N170 effect was negatively affected by the character left lateralization and vocabulary. These results demonstrate that the neural development of visual Chinese character processing might compete with that of facial processing ([@B23]).

In order to expand on the findings relevant to object (e.g., Greeble or car) versus face competition ([@B34], [@B32]), we adopted a competition paradigm to investigate the relationship between Chinese characters from different identification levels and faces during early visual processing in our prior study ([@B16]). Consistent with the direct competition paradigm of several studies ([@B34], [@B32]), at the beginning of a trial, a central stimulus was presented. Then, the simultaneous appearance of a central stimulus and a lateralized face led to the competition between their visual processes in our previous study ([@B16]), which was distinct from the paradigm used in the study ([@B23]) in which Chinese characters and faces were presented in different trials. Therefore, [@B23] observed the N170 waveforms induced by Chinese characters and faces (both Chinese characters and faces were presented individually), whereas we recorded the N170 waveforms elicited by Chinese characters that were individually presented, faces (contralateral processing) and faces (ipsilateral processing; all faces were simultaneously presented with Chinese characters) in our prior study ([@B16]). Eventually, we obtained a novel finding of the competition between faces and identifiable Chinese characters during early visual processing, which is reflected by a reduced N170 response to faces that were concurrently presented with identifiable Chinese characters compared with those presented with unidentifiable ones.

However, the time course of the relationship between identifiable Chinese character and house (a non-face stimulus) processing remains unknown. Besides the observation of a significant reduction in VWFA activation for faces, the previous study ([@B10]) found that there was only a marginal decreasing trend toward VWFA activation for houses in literate participants compared to illiterate participants. These results suggest a mainly competitive relationship between written word and facial processing in the VWFA, but not between written word and house processing. Furthermore, the authors of several ERP studies reported that faces evoked a larger N170 than houses ([@B13]; [@B33]) and that inverted faces elicited a larger N170 than upright faces in the unattended condition, but a similar inversion effect was not observed for houses ([@B17]). These results demonstrate that the neural mechanisms of facial and house processing are categorically distinct, which may lead to different relationships between the processing of Chinese characters and faces and between Chinese characters and houses.

As a follow-up study, we further probed the different relationships between faces and identifiable Chinese characters and between houses (non-face stimuli) and identifiable Chinese characters for a deeper understanding of the processing mechanism of recognizable Chinese characters. We also used the ERP technology and the competition paradigm that is consistent with our previous study ([@B16]), examining electrophysiological evidence of whether houses compete with identifiable Chinese characters at an early visual processing stage. We hypothesized that the N170 amplitudes elicited by houses would not be significantly reduced when literates concurrently view recognizable Chinese characters and houses compared to trials in which unrecognizable Chinese characters and houses are viewed concurrently. Additionally, we posited our results would replicate our prior findings that after character learning, recognizable characters would induce larger N170 amplitudes than unrecognizable ones; and N170 amplitudes elicited by faces would decline when identifiable Chinese characters and faces are viewed simultaneously compared to trials in which unidentifiable characters and faces are viewed concurrently ([@B16]). Furthermore, we hypothesized that our results would replicate the previous findings of larger N170 responses for faces than for houses ([@B13]; [@B33]).

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

Sixteen healthy college students (eight males, eight females; age = 19--25 years; mean age = 22.5 years) from Chongqing, China participated in this study as paid volunteers. All participants were native Chinese speakers and had an experience of reading modern Chinese characters (*Song* font characters) for over ten years. None of them have seen *Xiaozhuan* font characters before. They were all right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The study was approved by Human Research Institutional Review Board at Chongqing, University of Arts and Sciences in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (1991). The experimental protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee at Chongqing University of Arts and Sciences and informed consents were signed by all participants.

Materials
---------

### *Xiaozhuan* Font Characters^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^ (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**)

![***Xiaozhuan* font characters used in the current study**.](fpsyg-06-01952-g001){#F1}

Among the 80 *Xiaozhuan* font characters used in the present study, 20 became identifiable after training, 20 were unidentifiable without training, and 40 were used as distractors in the character recognition task. The 40 characters used for training had been estimated to be unidentifiable by 20 participants who do not participant in our experiment. They were completely distinct in terms of stroke type, which helps prevent a migration effect (i.e., learning any one of the 40 characters cannot influence the learning of the remaining 39 characters as they all were absolutely distinct in the stroke type). In the present study, identifiable characters were unidentifiable characters as well. Hence, the semanteme was controlled and semantic processing might not contribute to the differences between identifiable and unidentifiable conditions. The viewing angle of each image was 3.77 × ×4.27° (when viewed 114 cm from a 17-inch screen whose resolution was 72 pixels per inch). And each black character, whose background color was gray, was presented in the upright, inverted, or mirror form. The character images were similar to one another in luminance (average grayscale value, 6.09 × 10^-5^). Luminance of an image was obtained by averaging the grayscale values of all pixels of an image, which can be measured by MATLAB 2012 software.

### Combinations of Faces and Characters, and Houses and Characters

Four upright face images were chosen from the native Chinese Facial Affective Picture System (CFAPS; [@B20]), including two females and two males with neutral expressions. Adobe Photoshop 8.0 software was used to crop each image into the shape of an ellipse, and faces in the images had no makeup, hair, glasses, or beards. In order to control the similarities of physical properties between face and house images, four upright house pictures were cropped into the shape of an ellipse by using Adobe Photoshop 8.0 software. All face and house images were edited with MATLAB 2012 software to be as big as the character pictures. Face and house pictures were similar in luminance (average grayscale value, 6.09 × 10^-5^), and their luminance were similar to that of the characters. By using MATLAB 2012 software, characters were presented in the center of the computer screen, and faces and houses were presented to the left or right of the characters with a horizontal distance of 1.5 cm. Thus, faces were presented 9 cm from the center of the screen (4.52°) as well as houses. All combined pictures were similar in luminance.

Procedure
---------

During the training, eight participants (four males, four females) learned 20 characters, and the remaining eight participants (four males, four females) learned the remaining 20 characters. There were three stages when participants were trained to learn characters. In stages 1 and 2, participants learned 20 *Xiaozhuan* font characters. In each stage, each participant was trained twice and learned 10 characters. The duration of every training session was 1, 0.25 h, respectively, and there were a 0.5-h break between training sessions, and a 2-h break between stages. In stage 3, it took participants 0.5 h to review the 20 characters. Concrete steps including: At the beginning, participants were asked to if they could identify any of the 20 characters. After that, they were requested to comprehend the pronunciations and meanings of *Xiaozhuan* font characters based on the corresponding *Song* typeface characters. Then, they were requested to perform the writing practice until they reached the standards. Concrete standards included two memory tasks and a recognition task. In two memory tasks, participants were required to write the corresponding *Song* typeface characters (*Xiaozhuan* font characters) accurately, quickly, and consistently based on the corresponding *Xiaozhuan* font characters (*Song* typeface characters). In the recognition task of stage 3, 20 identifiable characters and 20 distractors (10 identifiable characters and 10 distractors in stage 1 or 2) were presented in an upright, inverted, or mirror form for 400 ms each, and after a black screen for 1000--1500 ms, they were required to judge whether they had learned the *Xiaozhuan* font characters that appeared in the center of the screen in an interval of 2 s. For the recognition task, whose accuracy should be more than 95% (No matter which presentation form the character is, one participant can make a mistake in the recognition of one character at the most), participant should identify recognizable characters in the upright form as fast as identifiable characters in inverted and mirror forms.

Before training, all the 16 participants reported that they could not identify any of the 20 characters. After training, in the recognition task, all the participants reached a high accuracy rate (95--100%) on every character, and there was not a significant interaction between the factor "identification level" (identifiable vs. unidentifiable) and the factor "presentation form" (upright, inverted, vs. mirror; *F*~2,30~ = 0.21, *p* = 0.81, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.014). For recognizable characters, the average reaction times were 297 ms for upright characters, 295 ms for inverted characters, and 298 ms for mirror characters. After character learning, participants who could quickly and accurately read, write, and distinguish the 20 trained *Xiaozhuan* font characters were considered to master the characters.

The experimental procedure was programmed with E-Prime 1.2 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Our experimental procedure slightly modified the paradigm---at the beginning of each test trial, non-face objects were presented on the center of the screen for 600 ms, and then faces appeared to the left or right of objects for 400 ms with a lateralized face detection task to perform later---used by [@B34] in their study, which has suggested that objects compete with faces during early visual processing in object experts.

In the current experiment, participants were required to fixate on the center of the screen throughout the experiment. At the beginning of every trial, a fixation point was presented with a random duration from 200 to 700 ms. Then, a recognizable or unrecognizable *Xiaozhuan* font characters was presented on the center of the screen for 800 ms, and participants were requested to view it passively during this time. After that, with the character remaining on the screen, a face or a house appeared to the left or right of the character for 400 ms. This duration prevented the N170 waveforms for faces from being affected by visual offset potentials. Although this duration may lead to lateral eye movement, there were few lateral eye movements throughout the experiment, and trials involving them were removed from data analysis.

After the two stimuli disappeared simultaneously, a gray screen was presented for a random duration between 600 and 800 ms. Participants were then requested to press keys for responding to the lateralized face/house detection task, which did not induce any attentional prioritization of any object category (house vs. face), as quickly and accurately as possible, pressing "1" when faces or houses appeared on the left side of the characters and pressing "2" when faces or houses appeared on the right side of the characters. Finally, a gray screen was presented for 600 ms (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Once the experiment was finished, participants were requested to judge if they could identify the 20 untrained characters, and none of them reported that they could recognize those characters.

![**Overview of a representative experimental trial**. In the beginning, a fixation point was presented for 200--700 ms. Then, a recognizable or unrecognizable *Xiaozhuan* typeface character was presented on the center of the screen for 1200 ms. After an-800 ms-character presentation, a face or a house appeared to the left or right of the character for 400 ms. After the two stimuli disappeared concurrently, there was a 600--800 ms gray screen. Participants were then requested to press keys for responding to the lateralized face/house detection task: pressing "1" when faces or houses appeared on the left side of the characters and pressing "2" when faces or houses appeared on the right side of the characters. Finally, a gray screen was presented for 600 ms.](fpsyg-06-01952-g002){#F2}

The procedure consisted of 480 trials and eight blocks. Each block included 60 trials, and there was a 60--90 s break between blocks. Twenty recognizable and 20 unrecognizable *Xiaozhuan* font characters, respectively, appeared in half of 480 trials. Faces and houses were equivalently presented to the left or right of the characters, leading to 60 trials per condition. Characters appeared randomly so that the participants could not predict the next character, and faces or houses appeared to the left or right of characters in a random order to prevent an expectation effect. Key response was counterbalanced across participants.

Electroencephalogram Recording and Data Analysis
------------------------------------------------

Based on the extended International 10--20 System, ERPs were recorded from 64 scalp sites in an elastic cap with tin electrodes (Brain Products), with the reference electrode located in the left mastoids. The horizontal electrooculographies (EOGs) were collected from two electrodes situated on the right and left external canthus. The vertical EOGs were collected from two electrodes placed on the infra-orbital and supra-orbital areas of the right eye. All electrode impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. EEG and EOG recordings, which were recorded via a bandpass of 0.01--100 Hz, were sampled at a rate of 500 Hz/channel, and re-referenced oﬄine to acquire a global average.

EEG data was processed oﬄine through Analyzer 2.0 software (Brain Products). The data was corrected for eye-movements and blinks. After that, the data was bandpass filtered at 0.1--30 Hz and segmented with epochs, the duration of which ranged from --200 to 800 ms. After baseline correction (--200 to 0 ms), trials with artifacts were rejected. Trials with eye movements, eye blinks or artifacts exceeding ±50 μV at any electrode were eliminated from ERP averages. Thus, approximately 8% of the trials involving Chinese characters and about 10% of the trials regarding faces and houses were excluded from the average, with the valid trials used for averaging being 440, 218, and 215 for Chinese characters, faces and houses, respectively. Then, EEG data with correct responses was averaged for each condition separately, and there were at least 40 trials to be averaged in each condition. In the previous study ([@B40]), P100 peaked maximally at PO7 and PO8, which were chosen to analyze the P100 component elicited by Chinese characters. Besides, several studies ([@B22]; [@B5]; [@B40]) chose O1 and O2, which were suggested as the source of P100, to analyze the P100 component induced by faces or Chinese characters. Additionally, in some studies ([@B2]; [@B26]; [@B5]; [@B40]), N170 peaked maximally at the occipito-temporal electrode sites in the left and right hemispheres (PO7 and PO8) which were suggested as the source of N170. Thus, PO7 and PO8 were used for the analysis of the N170 component induced by words in these studies. Apart from PO7 and PO8, previous studies ([@B25]; [@B16]; [@B39]) used P7 and P8 located in the temporal region to analyze the N170 component elicited by faces or Chinese characters. Therefore, according to topographical distribution of grand-averaged ERP activity and previous studies ([@B2]; [@B26]; [@B5]; [@B25]; [@B40]; [@B16]; [@B39]), we chose PO7/PO8 and O1/O2 to analyze the P100 component, and P7/P8 and PO7/PO8 to analyze the N170 component.

Furthermore, we can understand the nature of an experimental effect by visual inspection of the corresponding waveforms ([@B31]). Additionally, in some studies ([@B34], [@B32]; [@B16]), mean amplitudes induced by central stimuli (Greebles, cars, or Chinese characters), faces (contralateral processing), and faces (ipsilateral processing) were obtained from 30-ms or 40-ms temporal windows that were centered around mean latencies. Thus, we obtained mean amplitudes of P100s/N170s by visual inspection of the grand-averaged figures, which depends on the criteria in the measurement of ERP waveforms and previous studies ([@B31]; [@B34], [@B32]; [@B16]). Mean amplitudes of P100s/N170s were, respectively, induced by characters, faces (contralateral processing), faces (ipsilateral processing), houses (contralateral processing) and houses (ipsilateral processing), (all faces and houses were simultaneously presented with characters). Mean amplitudes of P100s were obtained from five 30-ms temporal windows, respectively, and successively, which were around mean latencies: 85--115 ms, 100--130 ms, 135--165 ms, 95--125 ms, and 130--160 ms. Mean amplitudes of N170s were obtained from five 30-ms temporal windows, respectively, and successively, which were around mean latencies: 155--185 ms, 160--190 ms, 190--220 ms, 150--180 ms, and 185--215 ms.

A three-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), examining the N170 component evoked by *Xiaozhuan* font characters, was conducted with the factor "identification level" (two levels: identifiable or unidentifiable), the factor "hemisphere" (two levels: left, right), and the factor "electrode site" (two sites: P7/P8, PO7/PO8). The factors "stimulus category" (face vs. house) and "visual field stimulated" (left, right) were added to the analyses of N170 evoked by faces and houses. The *p*-values were corrected by the Greenhouse--Geisser correction.

Results
=======

Behavioral Performance
----------------------

A three-way repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA), examining the accuracies and response times of the task judging the position of laterally presented faces or houses, were conducted with the factor "identification level" (identifiable vs. unidentifiable), the factor "stimulus category" (face vs. house), and the factor "visual field stimulated" (left vs. right). Participants reached a high accuracy rate (88--91%) and response times were between 238 and 261 ms. No matter in terms of task accuracy or task response time, neither significant main effects for all the variables, nor any significant interactions were observed (*p* \> 0.1 for all, **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**).

###### 

Behavioral results \[Mean (SD)\].

                       Accuracy (%)   Reaction time (ms)                                                                                     
  -------------------- -------------- -------------------- --------------- -------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
  Left visual field    90.42 (7.08)   87.92 (8.98)         88.75 (11.28)   89.38 (8.90)   253.20 (46.76)   238.36 (53.97)   244.27 (56.38)   248.16 (55.00)
  Right visual field   88.44 (9.20)   89.58 (10.32)        90.31 (7.53)    91.15 (6.69)   243.81 (61.26)   251.38 (55.71)   251.40 (60.28)   261.32 (59.76)

ERP Data Analysis
-----------------

### P100

When it comes to P100 induced by characters, the mean P100 amplitudes did not show a significant main effect for the variable Chinese character identification level (*F*~1,15~ = 0.64, *p* = 0.44, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.04). In addition, as for P100 elicited by faces or houses, there was no significant interaction between the identification level of Chinese characters and stimulus category on mean P100 amplitude (*F*~1,15~ = 3.00, *p* = 0.10, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.17).

### N170

In terms of characters, the mean N170 amplitudes showed significant main effects for the variables Chinese character identification level and electrode site (*F*~1,15~ = 5.01, *p* = 0.041, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.25; *F*~1,15~ = 8.58, *p* = 0.01, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.36). The pairwise comparison indicated that identifiable characters (--9.40 μV) induced more negative N170 amplitudes than unidentifiable ones (--9.05 μV; **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). In addition, larger N170 amplitudes at PO7/PO8 (--9.78 μV) than at P7/P8 (--8.67 μV) were observed.

![**Grand average ERP waveforms for identifiable character (black lines) and unidentifiable character (red lines) conditions recorded at PO7 and PO8 electrode sites (**Top** row)**. Topographic maps for identifiable characters **(Left)** and unidentifiable characters **(Right)** at 155--185 ms **(Bottom row)**.](fpsyg-06-01952-g003){#F3}

In terms of lateralized second stimuli (faces/houses), there was a significant main effect of stimulus category on mean N170 amplitude (*F*~1,15~ = 65.85, *p* = 0, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.81). The pairwise comparison indicated that faces (--4.96 μV) evoked greater negative N170 amplitudes than houses (--1.05 μV; **Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}** and **[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). In addition, there was a significant interaction between the identification level of Chinese characters and stimulus category on mean N170 amplitude (*F*~1,15~ = 4.71, *p* = 0.046, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.24). Simple effects analyses demonstrated that the N170 amplitudes induced by faces were larger in the unrecognizable character condition (--5.22 μV) compared to the recognizable character condition (--4.71 μV; *p* \< 0.05; **Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}** and **[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**), but the N170 amplitudes evoked by houses did not reach a significant difference between the recognizable character condition (--1.03 μV) and the unrecognizable character condition (--1.06 μV; *p* \> 0.05).

![**Grand average ERP waveforms for faces/houses when they were simultaneously viewed with recognizable character (black lines) and when they were simultaneously viewed with unrecognizable character (red lines) recorded at PO7 and PO8 electrode sites**.](fpsyg-06-01952-g004){#F4}

![**Topographic maps for faces when they were simultaneously viewed with recognizable or unrecognizable character at 175--205 ms **(Left)** and for houses when they were simultaneously viewed with recognizable or unrecognizable character at 165--195 ms **(Right)****.](fpsyg-06-01952-g005){#F5}

Furthermore, the mean N170 amplitudes induced by the second stimuli (faces/houses) showed a significant interaction between the hemisphere and visual field stimulated (*F*~1,15~ = 14.63, *p* = 0.002, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.49). Simple effects analyses demonstrated that when the second stimuli (faces/houses) were presented in the left visual field, larger N170 amplitudes were observed in the right hemisphere (--4.86 μV) relative to the left hemisphere (--0.63 μV; *p* \< 0.05), and when the second stimuli (faces/houses) were presented in the right visual field, greater N170 amplitudes were observed in the left hemisphere (--4.31 μV) compared to the right hemisphere (--2.22 μV; *p* \< 0.05), showing that contralateral processing of the second stimuli (faces/houses) elicited larger N170 amplitudes than ipsilateral processing of the same second stimuli (faces/houses).

Discussion
==========

In the present study, we investigated different relationships between Chinese characters and faces and between Chinese characters and houses at an early visual stage by comparing the associated ERPs in a competition paradigm. We did not observe significant main effects or interactions of the relevant variables on mean P100 amplitude. Therefore, we believe that the N170 effects may not be influenced by overlap with the P100 component. In addition, such competitions are reflected by findings related to ERPs; the N170 amplitudes for faces but not for houses were significantly reduced when they were viewed concurrently with identifiable Chinese characters relative to when they were viewed concurrently with unidentifiable Chinese characters. Therefore, the results indicate that identifiable Chinese characters compete mainly with faces but not houses during early visual processing. Consistent with our previous findings ([@B16]), we also found that N170 amplitudes were larger for identifiable Chinese characters than for unidentifiable ones, showing that Chinese character identification level modulates N170 amplitude. Additionally, we found that faces induced larger N170 amplitudes than houses, indicating that the neural mechanisms of facial and house processing are different at an early stage ([@B13]; [@B33]; [@B21]; [@B15], [@B14]).

Faces Compete with Identifiable Chinese Characters During Early Visual Processing
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consistent with our prior study ([@B16]), we observed that N170 amplitudes induced by faces were larger when they were preceded by unrecognizable Chinese characters compared to recognizable ones. This is due to the same competition paradigm and materials, including faces and *Xiaozhuan* font characters, used in these two studies. Our explanation, which is based on the neuronal recycling hypothesis ([@B9]), is that in our study, at least some parts of the face-related visual processes are progressively recruited for processing Chinese characters after reading training, creating a main competition between identifiable Chinese characters and faces during early visual processing.

House Processing is Different from Face Processing and Houses Do Not Primarily Compete with Identifiable Chinese Characters During Early Visual Processing
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We compared the N170 amplitudes elicited by houses and faces and found that houses induced smaller N170 amplitudes than faces. This finding is consistent with previous results showing the difference between faces and houses during early visual processing ([@B13]; [@B33]; [@B21]; [@B15], [@B14]). More importantly, compared with the condition when houses and unidentifiable Chinese characters were presented concurrently, the N170 amplitudes in response to houses were not significantly reduced when houses and identifiable Chinese characters were presented concurrently.

A prior study ([@B10]) used fMRI to obtain neuroimaging evidence that house processing does not primarily compete with word processing in the VWFA of literate people. Differently, our findings used ERP and the competition paradigm to provide electrophysiological evidence for the hypothesis that house processing may not primarily compete with identifiable Chinese character processing.

Our interpretation is that after short-term character learning, visual processing of identifiable Chinese characters cannot recruit sufficient house-related visual processes; thus, significant competition between the two processes did not occur when houses and identifiable Chinese characters were presented simultaneously. This could be for two reasons. Firstly, people are more visually familiar with faces than less frequently presented visual objects ([@B35]; [@B33]). To be specific, as faces appear more frequently than houses in our daily life, lower visual familiarity for houses than for faces results in the possibility that insufficient house-related and sufficient face-related visual processes are recruited for visual processing of identifiable Chinese characters. Therefore, identifiable Chinese characters compete primarily with faces rather than houses at an early stage of visual processing. Secondly, whether the Chinese characters are in *Song* or *Xiaozhuan* font, there are some similarities between Chinese characters and faces that do not exist between houses and Chinese characters. Specifically, both faces and Chinese characters are unique in identity, and both are processed based on configural and featural information ([@B19]; [@B18]; [@B23]). [@B23] suggested that these similarities may contribute to a competition between visual Chinese character processing and face-related visual processing. In the present study, our explanation is that these similarities between faces and Chinese characters do not exist between houses and Chinese characters because houses are processed at a category level to a greater extent. Thus, there is no obvious competition between identifiable Chinese characters and houses during early visual processing. Additionally, this may imply that during education, written Chinese characters invade and recycle sufficiently pre-existing face-related processes but insufficient pre-existing house-related processes to supplement the neuronal recycling hypothesis ([@B9]).

There is a limitation in the present study. The presentation time of Chinese characters (800 ms) was limited so that the waveforms induced by Chinese characters did not return to baseline when faces or house were presented. This influenced the waveforms elicited by both faces and houses. However, the waveforms evoked by faces/houses in the baseline did not reach a significant difference between the identifiable character condition and the unidentifiable character condition. Therefore, the identifiable and unidentifiable characters evenly affected the waveforms induced by faces/houses. In our future study, the presentation time of Chinese characters should be longer. Additionally, future work should involve the following points. Firstly, the causes of aforementioned competition are unclear. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to examine which properties of faces, houses, and Chinese characters result in competition (or a lack thereof) between these different categories. Secondly, whether similar results would be observed with higher task load levels is still unknown. A prior study ([@B30]) has suggested that the task load level could modulate the N170 amplitudes elicited by faces. Thus, we aim to examine whether the competitive relationship between the early visual processing of Chinese characters and faces would be modulated by face-related task load level. Finally, it would be interesting to investigate the expertise effect of characters by comparing the N170 components elicited by long-term "naturally developed" character experts versus novices.

Conclusion
==========

In the present ERP study, we investigated the electrophysiological correlates of the different relationships between the processing of Chinese characters and faces and between Chinese characters and houses at an early visual processing stage. We observed a primary competition between faces and identifiable Chinese characters but not between houses and identifiable Chinese characters during early visual processing, with a significantly reduced N170 for faces but not for houses when they were viewed concurrently with identifiable characters relative to when they were viewed concurrently with unidentifiable characters. Additionally, our results replicate our prior finding of a modulatory effect of Chinese character identification level on the N170 amplitude; there was a significant increase in N170 after characters have been learned. Furthermore, we found an enlarged N170 in response to faces compared to houses, demonstrating that the neural mechanisms for processing faces and houses are different at an early visual processing stage. In summary, these findings further elucidate the neural mechanisms of processing written Chinese characters and provide electrophysiological evidences for the co-processing of different types of visual stimuli in daily life.
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*Xiaozhuan* font characters are ancient Chinese characters, which were evolved from Qin state of the Spring and Autumn Period and The Warring States and had been widely used by the end of Western Han. The thickness of strokes of a *Xiaozhuan* font character is consistent, whereas the thickness of strokes of a *Song* font character is different (For instance, the horizontal stroke is thin while the vertical stroke is thick). Additionally, the end of a stroke is pointed in *Xiaozhuan* font, whereas it is round in *Song* font. *Xiaozhuan* font characters used in the current study are different from modern Chinese characters in appearance. Therefore, only people who are engaged in calligraphy and seal cutting can identify, read and write these characters.
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